We describe an implementation of a simple probabilistic link grammar. This probabilistic language model extends trigrams by allowing a word to be predicted not only from the two immediately preceeding words, but potentially from any preceeding pair of adjacent words that lie within the same sentence. In this way, the trigram model can skip over less informative words to make its predictions. The underlying \grammar" is nothing more than a list of pairs of words that can be linked together with one or more intervening words; this word-pair grammar is automatically inferred from a corpus of training text. We present a novel technique for indexing the model parameters that allows us to avoid all sorting in the M-step of the training algorithm. This results in signi cant savings in computation time, and is applicable to the training of a general probabilistic link grammar. Results of preliminary experiments carried out for this class of models are presented.
Introduction
The most widely used statistical model of language is the so-called trigram model. In this simple model, a word is predicted based solely upon the two words which immediately precede it. The simplicity of the trigram model is simultaneously its greatest strength and weakness. Its strength comes from the fact that one can easily estimate trigram statistics by counting over hundreds of millions of words of data. Since implementation of the model involves only table lookup, it is computationally e cient, and can be used in real-time systems. Yet the trigram model captures the statistical relations between words by the sheer force of numbers. It ignores the rich syntactic and semantic structure which constrains natural languages, allowing them to be easily processed and understood by humans.
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Probabilistic link grammar has been proposed as an approach which preserves the strengths and computational advantages of trigrams, while incorporating long-range dependencies and more complex information into a statistical model LST92] . In this paper we describe an implementation of a very simple probabilistic link grammar. This probabilistic model extends trigrams by allowing a word to be predicted not only from the two immediately preceding words, but potentially from any preceding pair of adjacent words that lie within the same sentence. In this way, the trigram model can skip over less informative words to make its predictions. The underlying \grammar" is nothing more than a list of pairs of words that can be linked together with one or more intervening words between them. This paper presents an outline of the basic ideas and methods used in building this model.
Section 2 gives an introduction to the long-range trigram model and explains how it can be seen as a probabilistic link grammar. The word-pair grammar is automatically inferred from a corpus of training text. While mutual information can be used as a heuristic to determine which words might be pro tably linked together, this measure alone is not adequate. In Section 3 we present a technique that extends mutual information to suit our needs. The parameter estimation algorithms, which derive from the EM algorithm, are presented in Sections 4 and 5. In particular, we present a novel technique for indexing the model parameters that allows us to avoid all sorting in the M-step of the training algorithm. This results in signi cant savings in computation time, and is applicable to the training of a general probabilistic link grammar. In Section 6 we present the results of preliminary experiments carried out using this approach.
A Long-Range Trigram Model
As a motivating example, consider the picture shown below. This diagram represents a linkage of the underlying sentence \Either a rioja ... suckling pig", as described in ST91] . The important characteristics of a linkage are that the arcs, or links, connecting the various words do not cross, that there is no more than one link between any pair of words, and that the resulting graph is connected. Viewed probabilistically, we imagine that each word is generated from the bigram ending with the word that it is linked to on the left. Thus, the rst right parenthesis is generated from the bigram (rioja; \(") while the word \suckling" is generated from the bigram (roast; young). The word \or" is generated from the bigram (?;Either), where ? is a boundary word.
) goes with Botin's roast young suckling pig Either a rioja ( La Rioja Alta '85 ) or a burgundy ( La Tache '83 )
Another valid linkage would connect the rst left parenthesis with the last right parenthesis, but this would preclude a connection between the words \Either" and \or" since the resulting links would cross.
To describe the model in more detail, consider the following description of standard trigrams. This model is viewed as a simple nite-state machine for generating sentences. The states in the machine are indexed by pairs of words. Adjoining the boundary word ? to our vocabulary, we suppose that the machine begins in the state (?;?). When the machine is in any given state (w 1 ;w 2 ) it progresses to state (w 2 ;w 3 ) with probability t (w 3 j w 1 w 2 ) and halts with probability t (? j w 1 w 2 ), thus ending the sentence.
Our extended trigram model can be described in a similar fashion. Again states are indexed by pairs of words, but a state s = (w 1 ; w 2 ) can now either halt, step, or branch, with probability d (haltj s ), d (stepj s ), and d (branchj s ) respectively. In case either a step or a branch is chosen, the next word w is generated with the trigram probability t (w j w 1 w 2 ). But in the case that branch was chosen for the state s, an additional word w 0 is generated from the long-range trigram distribution l (w 0 j w 1 w 2 ).
For example, in generating the above linkage, the state indexed by s = (or;a) chooses to step, with probability d (stepj s ), and the word \burgundy" is then generated with probability t (burgundy j or a ). On the other hand, the state s = (?;Either) branches, with probability d (branchj s ), and from this state the words \a" and word \or" are then generated with probabilities t (a j ? Either ) and l (or j ? Either) respectively.
This results in linkages, such as the one shown above, where every word is linked to exactly one word to its left, and to zero, one, or two words on its right. If we number the words in the sentence S from 1 to jSj, then it is convenient to denote by /i the index of the word which generates the i-th word of the sentence. That is, word i is linked to word /i on its left. For instance, in the linkage shown above we see that /8 = 7, /9 = 4, and /10 = 1. This notation allows us to write down the probability of a sentence as P(S) = P 2L(S) P(S; ), where L(S) is the set of all linkages of S, and where the joint probability P (S; ) of a sentence and a linkage is given by P(S; ) = Here d i 2 fhalt; step; branchg, (i;j) is equal to one if i = j and is equal to zero otherwise, and the indices /i are understood to be taken with respect to linkage . The indices /i determine which words are linked together, and so completely determine a valid linkage as long as they satisfy the no-crossing condition /j /i whenever i j. In particular, specifying the indices /i determines the values of d i , since d i is equal to halt, step, or branch when P j>i (i;/j) is equal to zero, one, or two, respectively. A full description of the model is best given in terms of a probabilistic pushdown automaton. The automaton maintains a stack of states s, where s is indexed by a word bigram, and a nite memory containing a state m. It is governed by a nite control that can read either halt, step, or branch. Initially the stack is empty, the nite memory contains the bigram (?;?), and the nite control reads step. The automaton proceeds by carrying out three tasks. First, the nite control is read and a word is output with the appropriate distribution. If the control reads either step or branch, then word w is output with probability t (w j m ). If the control reads halt then the automaton looks at the stack. If the stack is empty the machine halts. Otherwise, the state s is popped o the stack and word w is output with probability l (w j s ). Second, the memory state is changed from m = (w 1 ; w 2 ) to m = (w 2 ; w). Third, the control is set to d with probability d (d j m ), and state m is pushed onto the stack if the new setting is branch.
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The probability with which this machine halts after outputting sentence S is precisely the sum P 2L(S) P(S; ) where P(S; ) is given by equation (1). In terms of link grammar, there is a natural equivalence between the values halt, step, and branch and three simple disjuncts, specifying how a word connects to other words. The value halt corresponds to a disjunct having a single (unlabeled) left connector, and no right connectors, indicating that a connection can be made to any word on the left, but to no word on the right. The value step corresponds to a disjunct having a single left connector and a single right connector, and the value branch corresponds to a disjunct having a single left connector and two right connectors. With this grammar, the probabilistic model described above is a simple variant of the general probabilistic model presented in LST92].
In terms of phrase structure grammar, the constructive equivalence between link grammar and context free grammars given in ST91] can be extended probabilistically. This shows how the above model is equivalent to the following standard probabilistic context- 
Inferring the Grammar
The probabilistic model described in the previous section makes its predictions using both long-range and short-range trigrams. In principle, we can allow a word to be linked to any word to its left. This corresponds to a \grammar" that allows a long-range link between any pair of words. The number of possible linkages for this grammar grows rapidly with sentence length: while a 10-word sentence has only 835 possible linkages, a 25-word sentence has 3,192,727,797 linkages (see Appendix A). Yet most of the long-range links in these linkages are likely to be spurious. The resulting probabilistic model has far too many parameters than can be reliably estimated.
Since an unrestricted grammar is impractical, we would like to restrict the grammar to allow those long-range links that bring the most improvement to the probabilistic model. Ideally, we would like to automatically discover pairs of words such as \(" and \)" with long-range correlations that are good candidates to be connected by a long-range link. We might nd such pairs by looking for words with high mutual information. But if we imagine that we have already included all nearest neighbor links in our model, as is the case for the model (1), there is no point in linking up a pair of words L and R, no matter how high their mutual information, if R is already well-predicted by its immediate predecessor. Instead, we would like to nd links between words that have the potential To nd such pairs we adopt the following approach. Let V be the language vocabulary.
For each pair (L; R) 2 V V , we construct a model P LR that contains all the bigram links together with only one additional long-range link: that from L to R. We choose the models P LR to be simple enough so that the parameters of all the jV j 2 possible models can be estimated in parallel. We then rank the models according to the likelihood each assigns to the training corpus, and choose those pairs (L; R) corresponding to the highest ranked models. This list of word pairs constitutes the \grammar" as described in the previous section.
The model P LR that we construct for a particular pair (L; R) is a simpli cation of the model of the previous section; it can be described as a probabilistic nite state automaton (and thus it requires no stack). Before explaining the details of the model, consider the Once in state 4, the machine behaves much like the original bigram machine, except that neither an L nor a R can be generated. Word w is output and the machine remains in state 4 with probability d LR (stepj m ) b LR (wj m ); it makes a transition back to state 1 and outputs word R with probability d LR (haltj m ).
According to this probabilistic nite state machine, words are generated by a bigram model except for the word R, which is generated either from its immediate predecessor or from the closest L to its left. Maximum-likelihood training of this machine yields an estimate of the reduction in entropy over the bigram model a orded by allowing long-range links between L and R in the general model presented in Section 2.
Training of the models P LR for many (L; R) pairs in parallel is facilitated by two approx- Each model P LR can be viewed as a link grammar enhancement of the bigram model in the following way. In the bigram model each non-boundary word w has the single step disjunct, allowing only links between adjacent words. In the model P LR we add additional disjuncts to allow long-range links between L and R. Speci cally, we give all words the two disjuncts step and halt. In addition, we give L a third disjunct branch LR , which like step allows connections to any word on the left and right, and in addition requires a long-range connection to R. Similarly, we give R a third disjunct step LR which connects to L on the left and any word on the right. This allows linkages such as 
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Now suppose that S = w 1 w N is a sentence containing a single (L; R) pair separated by at least one word. The probability of S is a sum over two linkages, L bigram and L LR :
. If we let k be the the number of words between L and R, then under the two approximating assumptions made above it is easy to see that
where c depends only on bigram probabilities. If, on the other hand, S contains a single L and no R then there is a unique linkage for the sentence whose probability is d LR (stepj L ) times the bigram probability of the sentence. More generally, given the model just described, it is easy to write down the probability P LR (S) of any sentence with respect to the parameters d LR (dj w ) and b (w 2 j w 1 ).
We train the parameters of this family of models in parallel, using the forwardbackward algorithm. In order to do this, we rst make a single pass through the training corpus, accumulating the following counts. For each (L; R) pair, we count N(k; wjL; R), the number of times that L and R are separated by exactly k 1 words, none of which is L or R, and the word immediately before R is w. We also count N(:RjL), the number of times L appears in a sentence and either is not followed by an R in the same sentence or is followed by an L before an R. In terms of these counts, the increase in log-likelihood for model P LR over the bigram model, in bits of information, is given by 
The Mechanics of EM Estimation
In this section we describe the mechanics of estimating the parameters of our model. Our concern is not the mathematics of the inside-outside algorithm for maximum-likelihood estimation of link grammar models LST92], but managing the large quantities of data that arise in training our model on a substantial corpus. We restrict our attention here to the short-range trigram probabilities t(z j x y) since these constitute the largest amount of data, but our methods apply as well to the long-range trigrams l (z j x y ) and disjunct probabilities d (d j x y ).
To begin, observe that the trigram probabilities must in fact be EM-trained. In a pure trigram model the quantity t(z j x y) is given by the ratio c(x y z)= P a2V c(x y a) where c(x y z) is the number of times the trigram (x y z) appears in the training corpus C.
But in our link grammar model the trigram probabilities represent the conditional word probabilities in the case when the step linkage was used, and this is probabilistically determined. The same ratio determines t(z j x y), but the c(x y z) are now expected counts, where the expectation is with respect to trainable parameters.
The EM algorithm begins with some initial set t(z j x y) of trigram probabilities.
For each sentence S of the corpus, the algorithm labels the trigrams (w i?2 w i?1 w i ) of S with these probabilities. From these and other parameters, the E-step determines partial estimated counts @(w i?2 w i?1 w i ). The partial counts for a particular trigram (x y z), accumulated over all instances of the trigram in the corpus, give the trigram's full estimated count c(x y z). Our di culties occur in implementing the EM algorithm on the desired scale. To explain these di culties, we will brie y sketch some na ve approaches. We assume the computer we will use has a substantial but not unlimited primary memory, which may be read and written at random, and a much larger secondary memory, which must be read and written sequentially. We will treat the corpus C as a series of words, w 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w jCj , recorded as indices into a xed vocabulary V ; this series is marked o into sentences. A word index is represented in 2 bytes, and a real value in 4 bytes.
Suppose we try to assign trigram probabilities t(w i j w i?2 w i?1 ) to the sentence by looking them up in a table, and likewise accumulating the partial counts @(w i?2 w i?1 w i ) into a table. Both must be randomly addressable and hence held in primary memory; each table must have space for jV j 3 entries. For realistic vocabularies of size jV j 5 10 4 , the two tables together would occupy 10 15 bytes, which far exceeds the capacity of current memory technologies, primary or secondary.
In a corpus of jCj words, no more than jCj distinct trigrams may appear. This suggests that we maintain the table by entering values only for the trigrams (x y z) that actually appear in the corpus. A table entry will consist of (x y z), and its t(z j x y) and @(x y z).
For fast access, the table is sorted by trigram. Unfortunately, this approach is also impractical. For a moderate training corpus of 25 million words, this table will occupy on the order of 25 10 6 (6 + 4 + 4) = 350 10 6 bytes, which exceeds the primary memory of a typical computer.
Thus we are forced to abandon the idea of maintaining the needed data in primary memory. Our solution is to store the probabilities and counts in secondary memory; the di culty is that secondary memory must be read and written sequentially.
We begin by dividing the corpus into R segments C 1 ; . . .; C R , each containing about jCj=R words. The number of segments R is chosen to be large enough so that a table of jCj=R real values can comfortably reside in primary memory. For each segment C i , which is a sequence of words w 1 ; . . .; w C i , we write an entry le E i with structure A single EM iteration proceeds as follows. First we perform an E-step on each segment C i . We assume the existence of a le AT i that contains sequentially arranged trigram probabilities for C i . (For the very rst EM iteration, it is easy to construct this le by writing out appropriate uniform probabilities.) Each segment's E-step sequentially writes a le PCT i of partial estimated counts, @(w 1 w 2 w 3 ); @(w 2 w 3 w 4 ); . . . ; @(w jC i j?2 w jC i j?1 w jC i j ). Next we sum these partial counts to obtain the segment counts. To do this we read PCT i into primary memory. Then we read SE i sequentially and accumulate the segment count c i (x y z 1 ) = P N(x y z 1 ) k=1 PCT i j (x y z 1 ) k ], and so on for each successive trigram of C i .
As each sum completes, we write it sequentially to a le SCT i of segment counts, of format c i (x y z 1 ); c i (x y z 2 ); . . . The trigram that identi es each count can be obtained by sequential inspection of SE i . Now we merge across segments, by scanning all 2R les SE i and SCT i , and forming the complete counts c(x y z) = P R i=1 c i (x y z). As we compute these sums, we maintain a list c(x y z 1 ), c(x y z 2 ), . . . in primary memory|there will be no more than jV j of them|until we encounter a trigram (u v ) in the input stream where x 6 = u or y 6 = v. ]. When SE i is exhausted we have lled each position in AT 0 i . We write it sequentially to disk and are then ready for the next EM iteration.
Smoothing
The link grammar model given by (1) expresses the probability of a sentence in terms of three sets of more fundamental probability distributions t, l and d, so that P (S) P(S; t; l; d). In the previous sections, we tacitly assumed 2-word history, non-parametric forms. That is, we allowed a separate free parameter for each 2-word history and prediction value subject only to the constraints that probabilities sum to one. In the case of the trigram distribution t, for example, there are separate parameters t(wjw 0 w 00 ) for each triple of words (w; w 0 ; w 00 ) subject to the constraints P w t(wjw 0 w 00 ) = 1 for all (w 0 ; w 00 ). We will refer to such 2-word history distributions as 3-gram estimators, since they are indexed by triples, and will denote them by t 3 , l 3 and d 3 . In the previous section we outlined an e cient implementation of EM (inside-outside) training, for adjusting the parameters of t 3 , l 3 and d 3 to maximize the log-likelihood of a large corpus of training text.
Unfortunately, we cannot expect the link grammar model using maximum likelihood distributions to work well when applied to new data. Rather, the distributions are likely to be too sharply determined by the training corpus to generalize well. This is the standard problem of overtraining and may be addressed by mixing the sharply de ned distributions with less sharp ones to obtain smoother distributions. This procedure is referred to as smoothing.
The smoothing we employ in the link grammar is motivated by the smoothing typically used for the trigram language model BBdSM91]. The idea is to linearly combine the 3-gram estimators t 3 , l 3 and d 3 with corresponding 2-gram, 1-gram and uniform estimators to obtain smooth distributionst ,l andd . In the case oft we havẽ t (wjw 0 w 00 ) = 3 t 3 (wjw 0 w 00 ) + 2 t 2 (wjw 0 ) + 1 t 1 (w) + 0 t 0 :
Here t 3 , t 2 and t 1 denote 3-gram, 2-gram and 1-gram estimators for t, and t 0 denotes a uniform distribution. The 2-gram estimator t 2 has a separate parameter t 2 (wjw 0 ) for each 2-gram (w w 0 ) subject to the constraint that P w t 2 (wjw 0 ) = 1. The 1-gram estimator t 1 has a separate parameter t 1 (w) for each w. In general, an n-gram estimator depends on n ? 1 words of context. The parameters i satisfy the constraint P i i = 1 to ensure thateach triple (w; w 0 ; w 00 ). In practice, di erent vectors of 's are used for di erent triples. We de nel andd similarly. We then de ne the smooth link grammar modelP using these smooth distributions:P (S) P(S;t ;l ;d ).
To completely specify the smooth distributions, we must x the values of the parameters of the individual n-gram distributions as well as the mixing parameters . Estimating all of these simultaneously using maximum likelihood training would defeat the purpose of smoothing: we would nd that the only non-zero 's would be those multiplying the 3-gram estimators, which would ultimately train to their maximum likelihood (and thus unsmooth) values! Instead we adopt the following procedure motivated by the deleted interpolation method sometimes used for the trigram model BBdSM91]. We rst divide our corpus of sentences into two parts: a large training corpus T , and a smaller smoothing corpus S. We estimate the n-gram estimators using the training corpus only according to the following scheme. The 3-gram estimators t 3 , l 3 and d 3 are chosen to maximize the log-likelihood P S2T log P(S; t 3 ;l 3 ; d 3 ) of the training corpus using the EM technique described in the previous section.
The 3-gram estimators are then used to \reveal" the hidden linkages of the training corpus, and the 2-gram and 1-gram estimators are chosen to maximize the likelihood of the training corpus together with these revealed linkages. Thus, for i = 1; 2, the distributions t i , l i and d i maximize P S2T P P ( jS; t 3 ; l 3 ;d 3 ) log P(S; jt i ; l i ; d i ). This procedure, while somewhat unwieldy to explain, is simple to implement, as it amounts to obtaining the 2-gram and 1-gram estimators as appropriate conditionals of the EM counts for the 3-gram estimators.
With the n-gram estimators thus determined, we adjust the mixing parameters to maximize the probability of the smoothing corpus only. The logarithm of this probability is Notice that the 0 indices are hidden in O inner ( 0 ). Use the forward-backward algorithm to nd the 0 s that maximize O inner ( 0 ) subject to the appropriate constraints.
These nested EM iterations are the M-step of the outermost EM iterations. 4. Using these 0 s as new guesses for the s, return to step 1, and iterate until converged. Note that the outermost EM steps use the inside-outside algorithm for link grammars; the hidden parses are in general context-free in generative power. However, step 3, which is the M-step for the inside-outside algorithm, is itself an EM estimation problem. Here, however, the hidden structure is regular, so the estimation can be carried out using the forward-backward algorithm for probabilistic nite state machines. The general EM algorithm technology guarantees that each iteration of the above algorithm increases the log-likelihood O outer of the smoothing corpus with respect to the smooth model so far. In practice, we have observed that roughly three iterations of the outer EM iterations and 15 iterations of the inner EM iterations su ce to smooth the parameters of our models.
Sample Results
This section presents the results of inferring and training our long-range trigram model on a corpus of Wall Street Journal data. Figure 3 lists examples of the word pairs that were discovered using the inference scheme discussed in Section 3. Recall that these pairs are discovered by training a link grammar that allows long-range links between a single, xed, pair of words. A given pair is judged by the reduction in entropy that its one-link model achieves over the bigram model. In the table, this improvement, measured in bits of information, is shown in the third column. The rst section of the table lists the pairs that resulted in the greatest reduction in entropy. The fourth column of the table gives the values of the probability Recall that since the number of words between L and R is geometrically distributed with mean d LR (halt) ?1 in the hidden model, a large value in this column indicates that L and R are on average widely separated in the training data. The third section of the table gives examples of such pairs. Finally, the fourth section of the table shows the results of the word-pair calculation applied to the corpus after it was tagged with parts-of-speech. The search was restricted to verb-preposition pairs, and some of the pairs which yielded the greatest reduction in entropy are shown here.
In Figures 4 and 5 we show plots of perplexity as a function of iteration in the EM training of the long-range trigram model described in Section 2, using the word-pair \grammar" that was automatically extracted. These graphs plot the perplexity as a function of iteration, with the trigram perplexity shown as a horizontal line. In the rst plot, carried out over a training set of 2,521,112 words, the perplexity falls approximately 12.7% below the trigram perplexity after 9 iterations. After smoothing as described in Section 5, the perplexity on test data was approximately 4.3% below the smoothed trigram perplexity. In the second plot, carried out over a training set of 25,585,580 words, the perplexity falls approximately 8% below the trigram perplexity after 6 iterations. After smoothing this model, the perplexity on test data was approximately 5.3% under the smoothed trigram perplexity. The fact that the magnitude of the entropy reduction on training data is not preserved after smoothing and evaluating on test data is an indication that the smoothing may be sensitive to the \bucketing" of the 's. These perplexity results are consistent with the observation that for a xed word-pair grammar, as the training corpus grows in size the long-range trigram model becomes a small perturbation of the standard trigram model. This is because the number of disjunct parameters d (d j w 1 w 2 ) and long-range trigram parameters l (w j w 1 w 2 ) is on the order of the number of bigrams, which becomes negligible compared to the number of trigram parameters as the training set grows in size.
The smoothed models were incorporated into the Candide system for machine translation BBP + 94]. When compared with translations obtained with the system using the standard trigram model, our long-range model showed a slight advantage overall. For example, the French sentence \Manille a manqu e d' electricit e pendant dix heures mercredi," which was translated as \Manila has run out of electricity for ten hours Wednesday" using the standard language model, was translated as \Manila lacked electricity for ten hours Wednesday" using the link grammar model.
While the long-range trigram model that we have described in this paper represents only a small change in the trigram model itself, we believe that the techniques we develop here demonstrate the viability of more complex link grammar models, and show that signi cant improvements can be obtained using this approach.
